
Throughout the world otitis media is the most common diagnosis for which 
outpatient antibiotics are prescribed. The number of diagnosed otitis is increasing 
for no apparent reason. Rapid increase in the incidences of otitis media has raised 
a concern on the diagnostic accuracy. 
Several studies have suggested that physicians are uncertain in their diagnosis 
of otitis as much as 40 % of the time. Half of all pediatricians and a quarter 
of otolaryngologists are thought to have misdiagnosed otitis media. Studies by 
using independent examinations by blinded examiners are sparse but in those that 
have been done, a discrepancy in diagnoses between clinicians has been shown. 
Why making a correct diagnosis of otitis is difficult? The definition of otitis is 
loose and the reliable diagnosis is far from clear. Differentiating between viral 
and bacterial infections is not easy using clinical criteria alone, since symptoms 
and signs of otitis overlap with those of the common cold. Diagnostic measures 
have not developed apace with the increase in the number of diagnoses. In 
addition, diagnostic measures are used irregularly and their reliability may be 
questionable. 
Before diagnostic accuracy in otitis can be added, the limitations in diagnostics 
need to be recognized. 
Adequate illumination of tympanic membrane requires proper lightning and an 
open ear canal, but circumstances are seldom optimal. As many as one-third of 
physicians treating AOM have reported changing otoscope bulbs less often than 
recommended, and in one-third of otoscopes the light output has been inadequate. 
Cerumen (wax) removal is necessary in about 30% of children with AOM, and 
even more often in infants. 
Pneumatic otoscopy has been shown to improve diagnostic accuracy. However, 
training clinicians is needed. It is valuable for the clinician to know what degree 
the tympanic membrane moves relative to the normal state, rather than noting 
merely the presence or absence of movement. In Denmark, only 11% of the general 
practitioners use pneumatic otoscopy, in USA over half of the family practice, 
pediatricians and ENTs use pneumatic otoscopy as well as in Finland. 
What about tympanometry in primary care? Again, in USA, 24% to 29% of 
family practice residents of community pediatricians use often or most often 
tympanometry. But then when we come to Scandinavia only 3% of the Danish 
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doctors use tympanometry. This set number is from Finland, where only 1% of 
the Finish doctors use tympanometry while they are doing the diagnosis. We know 
that tympanometry is a simple and objective quantitative method of assessing 
tympanic membrane mobility and middle-ear function. Of course it has its own 
limitations but could still be realistic option for better OM diagnostic level. 
Shortages in medical education and resident training explain relaxed criteria in 
diagnostics at least in part. In the US and Canada only slightly more than half of 
the medical faculties had formalized education concerning AOM during pediatric 
courses. The reason family-practice residents gave for not using adequate diagnostic 
tools was their lack of training.
It is encouraging that for the fi rst time, antibiotic prescription for AOM among 
US children is decreasing, probably due to the increased awareness of antibiotic 
overuse and resistance, and more strict diagnostic criteria. 
AOM conquers the quality of life of both children and parents markedly. Parents 
worry about fever and possibility of meningitis, and fear that in case they fail to 
recognize serious problems their child will be permanently damaged. Physicians 
and parents share the goal of child’s rapid recovery and physicians prescribe 
antibiotics in part because they want to fulfi ll parents’ expectations. Over one-third 
of pediatricians admit they occasionally prescribe antibiotics to a child, though 
believing these were unnecessary, while parents, in fact, appreciate and expect 
careful examination and properly explained diagnoses 
In one study, only 22% of parents thought antibiotics were the best treatment when 
they suspected the child had AOM whereas 38% actually received a prescription. 
Public health campaigns resulting in increased parental awareness of antibiotic 
overuse and bacterial resistance, and even a brief one to one explanation of the 
nature AOM decrease parents’ desire to antibiotics.
As a conclusion a significant reduction in OM diagnoses may be achieved by 
methods and equipment presumably available to every clinician: knowledge and 
observance of correct diagnostic criteria and regular use of a well-mainteined 
pneumatic otoscope and of tympanometry. Further, interactive and practical 
resident training is needed as well as continuing medical education courses 
in otology. 
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